
Field-based Learning that Engages Students 

100% IL Standards Aligned 

100% STEM & NGSS 

100% Natural 



“An environment-based education movement — 
at all levels of education — will help students 
realize that school isn’t supposed to be a polite 
form of incarceration, but a portal to the   
wider world.”   

~ Richard Louv, Last Child in the Woods:  Saving Our       

Children from Nature-Deficit Disorder 

Getting Started:  Making Your Students’  

Outdoor Learning Experience an Adventure 

Severson Dells Nature Center has been 

sharing the joys and wonders of  nature 

with the schools and students of            

Winnebago County and its environs for 

over 40 years.  As we approach our half-

century mark, we turn our eyes toward the 

future by looking at the needs of  students 

and teachers in  the new landscape of  the 

Next Generation Science Standards 

(NGSS) and the ever-changing STEM 

fields.  While best practices and state 

standards guide our programs, it is most 

important to connect students, often for the 

very first time, with the outdoors. 

This guide explains the Illinois state standards and 

how our programs meet them.  Both our on-site 

and in-school programs are listed.  All  our on-site 

programs are at least partially  outdoors, and many 

of them are held entirely outside, so students and 

chaperones alike need to come prepared for the 

weather.  The only time we will not be  outdoors 

is if the weather is unsafe, or at the discretion of 

the instructor.   

Each program begins with a First Look outside, an 

opportunity for your students to tune in to what is 

here at Severson Dells and start to become aware 

of their surroundings. 

 

We encourage students, teachers and chaperones 

to strive for a low– or no waste lunch while here  

(see page 12).  When we send your confirmation 

information, we will include a hand-out for your 

students explaining the low– or no waste lunch, its 

importance, and how each of them has a role in 

making it happen. 

Dates have a tendency to fill quickly, so call us 

soon to reserve a date for your class visit.  Details 

for setting up your visit are on page 7.   

 

Severson Dells Nature Center                     

8786 Montague Road, Rockford, IL  61102  

815-335-2915     www.seversondells.org 
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Meeting the Illinois K-12 Standards 

Our goal at Severson Dells is to help you meet 

Illinois’ K-12 Standards by providing you and 

your students with programs that focus on the 

Science, Engineering, Math and Literacy  

Practices. 

Using nature and the outdoors as your class-

room, our lessons are cross-curricular, so even 

though we may be focusing on biology,     

ecology, physics or engineering, our programs 

can also help meet the standards for math and 

literacy. 

The following codes are used to indicate how 

our programs align with the science and       

engineering practices, as set by the Next     

Generation Science Standards and Common 

Core Curriculum, so you can better choose 

which ones best meet your needs. 

Science & Engineering 

 

S1:  Ask questions & define       

problems; 

 

S2:  Develop and use models; 

 

S3:  Plan & carry out  investigations; 

 

S4:  Analyze and interpret data; 

 

S5:  Use mathematics and          

computational thinking; 

 

S6:  Construct explanations and   

design solutions; 

 

S7:  Engage in argument from      

evidence; 

 

S8:  Obtain, evaluate and            

communicate information. 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

Mathematics 

 

M1:  Make sense of problems and 

persevere in solving them; 

 

M2:  Reason abstractly and        

quantitatively; 

 

M3:  Construct viable arguments   

and critique the reasoning of     

others; 

 

M4:   Model with mathematics; 

 

M5:  Use appropriate tools          

strategically; 

 

M6:  Attend to precision; 

 

M7:  Look for and make use of 

structure; 

 

M8:  Look for & express regularity  

in repeated reasoning. 

 

 

 

 

 

English Language Arts 

 

E1:  Demonstrate independence in 

reading complex texts, writing 

and speaking about them; 

 

E2:  Build a strong base of 

knowledge through context-

rich texts; 

 

E3:  Obtain, synthesize & report 

findings clearly & effectively in 

response to task and purpose; 

 

E4:  Construct viable arguments    

and critique the reasoning of 

others; 

 

E5:  Read, write and speak grounded 

in evidence; 

 

E6:  Use technology and digital    

media strategically and capably; 

 

E7:  Come to understand other    

perspectives and cultures 

through reading, listening and 

collaboration. 
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Programs at a Glance 

To help guide you to the right programs for your students, please consult the table below, where 

our programs are listed by the grades for which they are most appropriate. 

Programs PS K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

At Severson Dells             

   Discover Nature Hike X X X X X X X X X X X X 

   Outdoor Skills   X X X X X X X X X X 

   Nature’s Alphabet, Colors, 

Shapes & Smells 
X X           

   Predator-Prey Palooza!   X X X X       

   Birds of a Feather   X X X X       

   Have to Have a Habitat   X X X X       

   Aquatic Studies     X X X X     

   State of the Prairie     X X X X     

   Finding Your Way       X X X X X X 

Traveling Naturalist          

(at your school) 
            

   The Unhuggables X X           

   Room for Salamanders  X X X         

   Owl Moon  X X X X X X      

   Bats—Fly by Night  X X X X X X      

   All About Frogs   X X X X       

   Mystery of the Woods    X X X       

Don’t forget to make The Grove a part of your visit!  The Grove is our Nature 

Playscape, a chance for your students to experience free play with a nature theme!  

From climbing logs to a giant spider web, novelty musical instruments to basic 

building blocks, The Grove is a great outlet for energy and imagination. 
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Science & Nature Outings at Severson Dells 

Outing Information 

Our Science & Nature Outings can accommodate up to 60 

students at one time, unless otherwise noted in the program 

description. 

When you arrive, your students will  participate in a First 

Look activity outside, then we will go indoors for our       

Introductions and orientation.  Depending on the group 

size, we subdivide students into smaller groups of           

approximately 15, each to be led either by staff or one of   

our education  volunteers. 

All our Outings have an outdoor component; some are    

entirely  outdoors.  Students, teachers and chaperones  

should be aware of this ahead of time and come dressed for 

the weather.  We go out rain, snow or shine.  If dangerous     

conditions prevail, we can alter the program for indoors,     

or you can reschedule. 

 

Lunch 

If your group is here during lunch, they are welcome to eat 

outdoors in the pavilion when the weather allows.           

Otherwise, we can  accommodate you in our  classroom.  

We offer a 20-minute Low-Waste Lunch presentation 

for your  students after they eat so they can learn the      

consequences  of packaging, recycling and composting.    

See pages 12 & 13. 

 

Chaperone Expectations 

Chaperones play an important role in the success of your 

visit to Severson Dells.  We encourage chaperones to       

participate in the programs,  but please make sure they     

understand that the students are our primary audience, and 

that as chaperones they are there to help manage the        

students.  We ask that you provide one chaperone for every 

five students for preschooler and kindergarten, and one for 

every eight students in all other grades. This does include  

the teachers.   

Any Grade 

Discover Nature Hike                             1-1.5 hours 

Students are introduced to the  nature and landscape 
that is  Severson Dells.  Everything is fair game on this 
exploration of our trails. S1; S3; S4; S6; S7; S8; M2; 
M3; M8; E4; E5; E7 

 

Outdoor Skills                                          2-3+ hours 

Remember going outside as a kid?  You built forts, 
played tag, rooted the woods and fields for whatever you 
could find.  These days students don’t always have this 
opportunity.  For this ultimate day of hands-on learning, 
students apply all the standards of science and            
engineering, including math and even art, as they build  
shelters and bridges and test their skills.  Depending on 
your grade, we can also do primitive fire starting, making 
cordage, learning knots (and string figures), and take a 
look at traditional uses for plants, such as medicines, 
dyes, and more.  (Much of this program is also driven by 
the season.)  Who knew education could be this much 
fun!  S1; S2; S3; S4; S5; S6; S7; S8; M1; M2; M3; M5; M6; 
M7; M8; E3; E4; E5; E7 

Pre-K & Kindergarten 

Nature’s Alphabet, Colors, Shapes & Smells 

1 hour 

Nature is the ultimate teacher when it comes to   
learning about our senses, as well as letters, shapes  
and  colors!  Students develop these essential skills by 
searching for items along the trail.  S1; S2; S3; S4; S7; 
S8; M2; M3; M5; M6; M8; E3; E4; E5 

 

First—Fourth Grades 

Predator-Prey Palooza!                            1.5-2 hours 

Students learn to identify the roles of wildlife by     
examining skulls and pelts, and then test their ability to 
“fill the shoes” of these animals in fun activities.     
Includes sneaking and stalking games out in the field.  
S1; S3; S4; S6; S7; S8; M1; M2; M3; M5; M6; M7; M8; 
E3; E4; E5; E7 

 

 

(Continued on next page) 
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Birds of a Feather                                      1.5-2 hours 

Using mounts, feathers, a hands-on beak activity, and 
binoculars, students get an up-close look at what makes 
a bird a bird and learn how to identify the birds com-
monly found at feeders.   S1; S3; S4; S6; S7; S8; M1; 
M2; M3; M5; M6; M7; M8; E3; E4; E5; E7 

 

Have to Have a Habitat                           1.5-2 hours 

Habitats provide the food, shelter and water that all 
things need to survive.  Some species do best in the 
woods, some in grasslands, some in water.  And some 
live life on the edge!  During this program students visit 
three habitats (pond, forest, prairie) and learn how   
animals’ needs are met at each one.  S1; S3; S4; S6; S7; 
S8; M1; M2; M3; M5; M6; M7; M8; E3; E4; E5; E7 

 

Third—Sixth Grades 

Aquatic Studies                                            2-3 hours 

Students and teachers should be prepared to get wet in 
this ultimate “immersion” program about what lives in 
our waters!  We explore and sample both the pond and 
the creek, and compare what we find to learn more 
about each habitat and how healthy the waters are.    
Seasonal.  S1; S3; S4; S6; S7; S8; M1; M2; M3; M5; M6; 
M7; M8; E3; E4; E5; E7 

State of the Prairie              2-3 hours 

Illinois is the Prairie State, but how much do your     
students actually know about prairie ecosystems?     
During this hands-on program, students are immersed 
in all things prairie,   learning about the structure and 
importance of the plants;  the roles of pollinators;      
endangered species; and prairie restoration practices.  
Activities may vary based on the seasons.  S1; S3; S4; 
S6; S7; S8; M1; M2; M3; M5; M6; M7; M8; E3; E4; E5; 
E7 

  

Fifth—Tenth Grades 

Finding Your Way                                        4+ hours 

In a time when computers do all our work for us, it is 
still not a bad idea to learn how to use a compass or 
read a map.  Students learn the rudiments of             
orienteering in a variety of fun activities.  Great for 
working on math skills. Limited to one classroom at 
a time.   S1; S4; S5; S6; S7; S8; M1; M2; M4; M5; M6; 
M8; E3; E4; E5; E6; E7 
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Half-Day Science & Nature Outing 

(one program; $4/student) 

 

9:00  Arrival 

9:00-9:15 First Look 

9:15-9:30 Orientation, bathroom break 

9:30-11:00 Discover Nature Hike 

11:00-11:30 Lunch 

11:30-11:50 Low-Waste Lunch Presentation 

11:50-12:20 The Grove 

12:30   Departure 

Sample Field Trips Full-Day Science & Nature Outing 

(two programs; $8/student) 

 

9:00  Arrival 

9:00-9:15 First Look 

9:15-9:30 Orientation, bathroom break 

9:30-11:00 Group  A:  Have to Have a Habitat 

  Group B:  Predator-Prey Palooza 

11:00-11:30 Lunch 

11:30-11:50 Low-Waste Lunch Presentation 

11:50-12:00 Bathroom Break 

12:00–1:30 Group A:  Predator-Prey Palooza 

  Group B:  Have to Have a Habitat 

1:30-1:45 The Grove and Departure 



Traveling Naturalist - 

Severson Dells Programs at Your School 

Traveling Naturalist       

Information 

Sometimes schools cannot 

come out to Severson Dells, 

so we bring Severson Dells to 

them!  

 

Our Traveling naturalist    

outreach programs can           

accommodate up to 30      

students (usually one       

classroom) at a time, unless 

otherwise noted in the      

program description. 

 

The Traveling Naturalist fee 

is $100 for the first class, and 

an additional $40 for each 

additional class. 

 

We require teachers to remain 

in the classroom at all times 

during our presentations.  

Teachers are asked to      

monitor their students to be 

sure they are getting the most 

out of our programs. 

The Unhuggables 

Pre-K & K              30-40 minutes 

Familiar animals (skunks, raccoons and 
opossums) provide a foundation for 
what is wild.  Puppets, pelts and other 
props introduce young learners to the 
idea that wild animals can take care of 
themselves without depending on    
people, as long as they  have a suitable 
habitat.  Teaches care and respect for all 
life. 
 

Room for Salamanders 

K—2nd grade    30-40 minutes 

Anne Mazer’s now-classic children’s 
book Salamander Room introduces      
students to the concept of habitat: that 
plants animals have specific needs and 
live where those need are best met.  
Fun, engaging storytelling helps students 
predict what is best for our amphibian 
friends. 
 

Owl Moon 

K—5th grade    30-40 minutes 

Flying silently while using their ears and 
eyes to find food, owls are an important 
link in the food chain.  They are skillful 
hunters with many special tools.  This 
program looks at owl adaptations and 
behaviors through the use of mounted 
specimens, wings, pellets and sound 
recordings.  

 

Bats—Fly By Night 

K-5th grade    30-45 minutes 

All living things are dependent on each 
other and their surroundings.  Although 
valuable members of the Earth’s       
ecosystems, bats are quite often        
misunderstood and feared.  Using skulls, 
sounds and replicas, students discover 
that bats are nota s scary as many people 
believe.  Bats are facing more challenges 
than ever.  What will happen if bats  
vanish. 

 

All About Frogs 

1st-4th grade               30-40 minutes 

See!  Hear!  Move!  Protect!  Eat!  How 
do they do it?  Frogs are perfectly 
adapted to survive in their habitats.  
Sounds, photos and even an experiment 
help students discover these unique  
abilities.  Jump in and find out why 
frogs are fascinating. 

 

Mystery of   the Woods 

2nd-4th grade    30-40 minutes 

Use clues that are left behind by      
creatures of all sorts and habitats in the 
Northern Illinois landscape to try and 
find out what has been in your        
classroom.  Teaches the importance of 
linking different elements of  habitat 
and animal behavior together to solve 
the mystery. 
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Benefits of  Field-based Learning 

“In field-based learning, teaching is extended to a site     

outside of the classroom or laboratory, exposing  students 

to a real-world setting.  Students learn through direct      

interaction with an environment that reflects taught       

concepts rather than learning through indirect presentations 

of the setting such as textbooks or lectures.”  (Queen’s  

University) 

 

What does field-based learning do for you and your          

students? 

 Provides an opportunity to present materials, objects or 

phenomena that are not accessible otherwise to stu-

dents in a way that enables direct contact and interac-

tion; 

 Provides students with an opportunity to practice skills 

or techniques that cannot be carried out elsewhere; 

 Stimulates higher understanding and reinforcement of 

previously learned classroom material; and 

 Stimulates an appreciation for, and concern or valuing 

of the visited environment. 

(Lonergan, N. & Anderson, L.W. (1998) Field-based  education: 

some theoretical considerations.  Higher Education Research &    

Development, 7 (1) 63-77.) 

 

At Severson Dells, we believe in the benefits of field-based 

learning.  We’ve seen students thrive in an outdoor learning 

environment, ad science backs up the importance of getting 

students outdoors to study and play. 

 

We encourage you to integrate more outdoor  experiences 

into your school days, and Severson Dells is happy to help. 

Signing Up for a Program 

When you are ready to register, call us (815-335-2915), or 

submit an online request form at on our website.  Our 

offices are open Monday - Friday, 8:00 AM - 4:30 PM. 

Please have the following information ready: 

 Preferred program date & time, plus alternatives in 

case we cannot accommodate your first choice; 

 Names and contact information for all participating 

teachers (phone, email); 

 Grade & number of students who will be attending; 

 Number of chaperones that will be attending; 

 School name, address, phone number; 

 name of the program(s) you are interested in. 

Payment:  Our program fee is $4/student/program with 

a $50 minimum.  One chaperone is admitted free for  

every ten students, and one for every five students in      

pre-school and kindergarten.  This includes the teacher.  

Chaperones are invited (and encouraged) to participate in 

the programs, but please make sure they understand that 

they are there for to help manage students, and that the     

students are our primary audience. 

The Travelling Naturalist (In-school) programs are $100 

for the first class, and $40 for each additional class, with a 

maximum of four classes per day.   Schools that are more 

than 30 miles from Severson Dells will have an additional 

charge of $0.55/mile. 

Payment can be made the day of  your program.  Please 

make checks payable to:  Severson Dells Nature Center. 

Programs that are cancelled (unless due to inclement 

weather) with less than 48 hours notice will be charged a 

$50 fee. 

See page 9 for financial assistance information! 
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Homeschoolers at Severson Dells 

Non-traditional schooling is on the rise, and     

Severson Dells is here to serve.  Homeschoolers 

are encouraged to take advantage of  our             

environmental and nature education programs.  

You can sign up for any of  our regular school   

programs.  A minimum of  seven students is      

required, at $8/student. 

 

For more information, or to sign up, contact: 

Ellen at 815-335-2915 or 

ellen@seversondells.org 

Scouts & Other Youth Groups 

Girl and Boy Scouts, Big Brothers/Big Sisters, 

YMCA groups, camps, et al are all welcome to 

come to Severson Dells to work on various nature 

badges and programs.  Groups can also choose 

from many of  our existing school programs. 

We charge $8/student, with a $50 minimum. 

 

For more information, or to sign up, contact: 

Ellen at 815-335-2915 or 

ellen@seversondells.org 

“Coming to Severson Dells is very important 
for people of all ages.  You get to connect 
with nature and it’s super fun.  I really like to 
hold the crayfish.” 

~  A.W., 13 years old 

“It’s over-the-top spectacular!”  ~ visitor 
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Teachers’ Resources 

Financial Assistance 

 Illinois Biodiversity Field Trip Grant is offered 

through the Illinois DNR to help teachers provide 

their students with field trip opportunities to study 

some aspects of Illinois’ biodiversity.   

www.dnr.illinois.gov/education/Pages/

GrantBFTG.aspx 

 Illinois Schoolyard Habitat Action Grant is   

offered through the Illinois DNR and Illinois      

Conservation Foundation to encourage  teachers to 

involve their students with hands-on natural      

resources stewardship.                           

www.dnr.illinois.gov/education/Pages/

GrantsSHAG.aspx 

  

 

 Target also helps fund field trips!  From their 

website:  “It’s become increasingly difficult for 

schools to fund learning opportunities outside the 

classroom.  To  help them out, we launched Field 

Trip Grants in 2007.  Since then, we’ve made it 

possible for millions of students to go on a field 

trip.  As part of the program, Target stores award 

Field Trip Grants to K-12 schools nationwide.  

Each grant is valued up to $700.”                                                   

corporate.target.com/corporate-

responsibility/grants/field-trip-grants 

 

 Project Learning Tree (PLT) is an award-

winning environmental education program that  

uses the forest as a ”window” into natural and built 

environments, helping people gain an awareness 

and knowledge of the world around them.  

www.cedarcreekinstitute.org 

 The Leopold Education Project (LEP) is an 

innovative, interdisciplinary conservation ethics 

curriculum targeted for grades 6-12.  LEP is part of 

Pheasants Forever’s education program to create 

an ecologically literate citizenry. www.lep.org 

 Project F.I.S.H. is an educational program for 

youth and families sponsored locally by school, 

fishing conservation organizations, others          

interested in fishing and our fisheries.   

www.projectfish.org 

  

 

 

 Audubon Adventures is an environmental       

education curriculum project created by the       

National Audubon Society for grades 3-8.          

Developed by professional environmental          

educators, it presents standards-based science    

content about birds, wildlife, and their habitats.  

www.audubonadventures.org 

 Project WILD is a wildlife-focused conservation 

education program for K-12 educators and their 

students.  It is based on the premise that young 

people and education have a vital interest in    

learning about our natural world and addresses the 

need for human beings to develop as responsible       

citizens of our planet.  www.projectwild.org 

 Project WET’s mission is to reach children,     

parents, teachers & community members of the 

world with water education that promotes     

awareness of water and empowers community   

action to solve complex water issues.  

www.projectwet.org 

Continuing Education, Certifications, Workshops, et al 
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Testimonials 

“As a teacher, Severson Dells is just a great            
opportunity for me to give my students a different 
hands-on approach to things. 

If we don’t teach our kids and our students about 
nature, they’ll have no reason to preserve it in the  
future.”   

~ Stacy Wallace, 2nd grade teacher,                       
Marshall Gifted Academy 

It’s a safe place to get outside and try a lot of things 
they’ve never tried before...the pond is full of nifty 
little creatures...seeing things they wouldn’t see in 
the city. 

We need to give kids an understanding & appreciation 
of the natural world.  A lot of them don’t get out-
side in their daily lives, so they don’t spend a lot of 
time outside, don’t like to be outside, and we need to 
change that  so they have an appreciation of what we 
have and why it’s important.” 

~ Nancy Cleburn, Environmental Science Teacher, 
Jefferson High School  

“I used to bring my 2nd graders out here every year & 
they loved it.  The best part was they would get here 
and they would want to take off running—go as fast 
as they could and as far as they could, and by the 
time they left, they were pointing everything out to 
each other and stopping all along the way.  They were 
so excited and they learned how to slow down; they 
learned that if they were quiet they would see and 
hear more.” 

~ retired 2nd grade teacher 
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Low-Waste Lunch 

It has been estimated that on average a school-age child using a disposable lunch generates 67 pounds of waste per 

school year.  That equates to 18.760 pounds of lunch waste for just one average-sized school!  

(WasteFreeLunches.org) 

Putting together a low-waste, or no waste, lunch can be a challenge in almost any household!  Here are some tips 

for teachers and parents alike to help families reduce their waste. 

Cost Comparison:  a low-waste lunch will cost you less in the long run! 

A Typical American Lunch (disposable) 

 Sandwich in a plastic bag 

 Fruits/veg in plastic bags 

 Prepackaged chips, cookies, fruit bars, granola 

bars, cheese, fruit leather 

 Prepackaged yogurt, applesauce, pudding 

 Crackers, pretzels, chips or other snack foods 

sealed in plastic bags 

 Disposable juice boxes, juice pouches, soda 

cans, water bottles, milk cartons 

 Plastic forks, spoons, paper napkins 

 Reusable lunchboxes or disposable paper and 

plastic bags. 

A Waste-Free Lunch (reusable) 

 Sandwiches and other main dishes, fresh fruit, 

fresh vegetables, treats all in reusable containers 

 Cloth napkins 

 Stainless steel forks and spoons 

 Reusable drink containers 

 Reusable lunchboxes 

 

With this type of lunch, food items can be bought 

in larger quantities.  The packaging can be left at 

home for use or recycling.  Waste-free lunches are 

not only a wise environmental choice, but they are 

less expensive as well.  Read on! 

   Disposable Lunch 

 1 egg salad sandwich       $1.25 

 1 yogurt             .85 

 1 granola bar            .45 

 1 apple             .30 

 1 package carrots & dip           .65 

 3 plastic bags            .12 

 1 juice pouch            .35 

 1 plastic spoon            .04 

 1 paper napkin            .01 

   Daily Total         $4.02 

   Weekly Total                 $20.10 

   Yearly Total               $723.60 

   Waste-Free Lunch 

 1 egg salad sandwich          $1.25 

 1 serving yogurt               .50 

 1 serving granola               .35 

 1 apple                .30 

 1 serving carrots & dip              .25 

 water                       0 

 cloth napkin                  0 

 stainless steel spoon                     0 

 packaging                             0 

   Daily Total          $2.65 

   Weekly Total                    $13.25 

   Yearly Total                  $477.00 
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Parents:  Here are some tips to help you pack a 

low or no waste lunch for your kids. 

 Select foods you know your child likes—that will cut 

down on uneaten food that gets thrown away. 

 Cut up fruits and vegetables at home—often kids will 

take one bite of  an apple and then throw the rest away.  

If  the food is in smaller pieces, your child can eat what 

he/she wants and save the rest for later. 

 Encourage your child to repack uneaten food—it can 

be eaten later as a snack or brought home.  Looking at 

what is left over in your child’s lunch will help you and 

your child pack better next time. 

 Try packing lunches the night before, when you are 

likely to be less rushed. 

 Involve your child in packing his/her lunch. 

Severson Dell’s Low-Waste Lunch Program 

We ask your students and chaperones to hang on to their lunch 

materials when they have finished eating.  After everyone has    

finished, we start the Low-Waste Lunch program.   

First we review with your students what happens to “garbage” that 

is thrown away—where does it go.   

After some background information, students and chaperones sort 

their waste into three categories:  compost (food waste that does 

not include meat or dairy), recyclables, and garbage.   We have 

three containers ready to receive their waste, each of which has 

been weighed before the waste is added.    

Once all lunches are sorted and disposed of, we reweigh the     

containers and determine how much waste, recycling and compost 

your class has produced.  The goal is to have more compost and 

recycling than garbage. 

The program wraps up with students determining what they can 

do to reduce their daily waste footprint. 

Compost: 

 Bread, fruit, vegetables, chips, cookies, 

cakes, candy, nuts — all okay 

 Meat & dairy—NOT compostable at 

SDNC 

 

Recycling: 

 Plastic bottles (empty) 

 Soda cans (empty) 

 Plastic containers (empty, clean) 

 Paper bags (clean) 

 

Garbage: 

Everything else— straws, juice boxes, 

juice pouches, chip bags, sandwich 

bags, plastic spoons and forks, plastic 

bags, meat, cheese, wrappers, yogurt... 
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